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Event Horizons
Mar. 20 M arch Centre Meeting - Carleton University, Steacie Building 

room 103,8:00 pm. See advertisement below.

Apr. 3 Observers' Group Meeting - Carleton University, Steacie Building 
room 103,8:00 pm.

Catch a Falling Star Book Rob McCallum
At the January Observers' Group Meeting, Jack Horwood noted during his talk on 
radio observations of meteors that some of his background material came from a 1961 
book by D. McKinley titled Meteor Science and Engineering. There was some interest 
expressed by members of the audience in this book, but Stan Mott reported that the 
library copy had been missing for some time.

I've been working on an acquisition list for the library, and was surprised to discover 
that this book is still available. Even more remarkable is the cost - $4.50 US plus a 
few dollars postage. At this price, we are obviously going to replace our library copy, 
and I think I may get one for myself.

Would anyone else like a copy? If so, give me a call at 225-3167.

For decades, amateur astronomers have used pen and paper to record their impressions 
of what they have seen. With the advent of photography, amateurs have been able to 

create a more objective record of the sky. Even more recently, electronic CCD cameras 
have pushed back the limits of what is possible with amateur instrumentation.

These techniques not only form a permanent record of the observation, but make it 
possible to share these observations with others. The advantages and disadvantages of 

each type of astronomical imaging will be discussed, and examples of each type of 
image will be presented by experienced observers.

Astronomical Imaging
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Letters
Dear Doug:

We have heard that our membership dues in the RASC are split 40% for the Centre 
and 60% for the national organization. The proportions seem to be out of balance with 
the benefits we get from each. In addition the high membership dues may well be 
reducing our Centre membership.

We would like to have a Centre-only membership option. At membership time 
individuals would be able to select either to be a member of the RASC at full cost, or to 
be just a member of the Ottawa Centre at 40% of that cost.

If in the future the national organization offered useful benefits commensurate with the 
dues, many of us would select the full membership. Even if this was the case the 
Centre-only membership might be desired by some members and should still be 
offered.

We would like the Centre to offer for sale RASC items such as the Observer’s 
Handbook for those that select Centre-only membership.

Yours sincerely,

Paul Boltwood, Peter Ceravolo, Mike Dacey, David Lambe, Bob Morris, Ajai Sehgal.

Editorial Doug George
The above letter raises the question: what exactly are the benefits to members of the 
national society? It may be that members are unaware of some of the benefits, so I will 
make an attempt to describe some of these.

The most important contribution of National Office is clearly the Observer's 
Handbook. All members receive a copy of this respected and appreciated yearbook. A 
pair of bi-monthly publications, the Journal o f the RASC, and the Bulletin, are also 
provided by National Office. The Journal has been the topic of discussion for the last 
two months; so I will give it a rest. The Bulletin is a useful newsletter that provides a 
communications path between the Centres of the RASC. The Bulletin has undergone a 
substantial improvement of late, both in terms of format and content. If this trend 
continues, the Bulletin will be one of the most important National Office services.

The RASC owns a building in Toronto out of which the National Office operates. We 
have a single full-time employee, Rosemary Freeman, who manages the day-to-day 
operations of the society. This includes handling the membership lists, distribution of 
publications, and the like. The society has substantial funds invested which provides
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interest income to help sustain the operations. Much of this money came from the sale 
of the old building.

A relatively new function of National Office is the provision of a national liability 
insurance policy covering all activities of the Centres. Ottawa Centre previously 
carried liability insurance which was a significant expense. Few Centres have our 
resources, however, and many were not able to afford insurance. This caused problems 
with public events like International Astronomy Day, as malls would not allow groups 
to set up displays without liability insurance. The national insurance policy is 
therefore quite important to small centres such as Kingston.

The RASC provides funds to assist members sitting on National Council to travel to 
the meetings (twice a year in Toronto as well as the General Assembly). Occasionally 
a Centre will request a special projects grant. A recent example is the grant given to 
Winnipeg Centre for a computer to reduce photoelectric observations.

Another significant benefit of the society is less tangible: being part of a national 
community of like-minded individuals. The General Assembly is an event where this 
community is apparent (although there are certainly costs associated with attending). 
Another less tangible benefit is the encouragement to members in the form of various 
national awards such as the Chant Medal, Ken Chilton Prize, Messier Certificates, etc.

In comparison, the Ottawa Centre directly provides the following benefits to members: 
AstroNotes, the Indian River Observatory, the Ted Bean Loan Library, the Stan Mott 
book library, monthly Centre Meetings, monthly Observers' Group Meetings, local 
awards, and periodic star parties and public events. Many members also provide 
community services such as speaking to local organizations and schools. Our major 
expenses are this newsletter, maintenance of the observatory including electrical 
services, comprehensive insurance on our facilities, and the program committee (e.g. 
financing travel for visiting speakers). Our major sources of revenue are 40% of the 
membership fees collected, occasional fund-raising activities, and many generous 
donations from members. The main reason that Ottawa Centre can provide such a 
high level of service to our members is that we benefit from huge amounts of volunteer 
labour. So it is not surprising that the Centre provides more direct services to 
members than National Office can.

Overall, members receive excellent value for the cost of their membership. There is a 
problem looming, however. National Office funds much of its operations from interest 
on investment, and rates are falling. The executive will be proposing a fee increase at 
the next General Assembly of $8 per year, to $40. To my point of view, this rate of 
increase is unacceptably high, especially in comparison to inflation. In difficult times, 
it is not sufficient to simply increase revenues - expenses must be cut as well. Let us 
hope that the RASC will see fit to limit the fee increase to half that rate. At $36, the 
RASC fees will still be well worth the money.
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Distant Suns
A  Sky Simulator for the W indows Environment

You've seen the ads in Astronomy for several sky simulators. Many are okay, but all 
are hard to use, have an indecipherable interface, are command line driven, or can be

just plain clunky.

A new product called Distant Suns provides a comprehensive sky simulation within the 
Microsoft Windows environment. The product comes with a manual, but you probably

won't need it.

Distant Suns features a realistic display of the night sky anywhere on earth from 4173 
BC to 10,000 AD, including up to 9,100 stars, 450 galaxies, nebulas and star clusters. 
It includes catalogs of the solar system, constellations, Messier objects, NGC objects, 

and stars by Yale and HD names. The user can add up to 3,000 custom objects. 
Distant Suns provides customized high-quality star charts for your specific location, 

shows lunar phases, and reproduces eclipses. It even allows you to add your favourite 
digitized images to the object descriptions!

Distant Suns runs under Microsoft Windows and requires a 286 or greater processor, 
EGA or VGA display, and a hard drive.

Canadian Distributor:

David Lambe & Associates 
24 Gurdwara Road 
Nepean, Ontario 

K2E8B5

Phone (613) 723-5819 
Fax (613) 723-7655
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Focus Scientific (1975) Ltd.
invites you to 

visit our new

SCIENCE, ASTRONOMY, NATURE, 
OPTICS STORE at

1054 Bank St. Ottawa., On K1S-3X2

Telephone (613) 236-7767 
Facsimile (613) 233-2054

1054 Bank is at Aylmer St.
Beside the Canal between Siam Kitchen and Chiang Video 

We Have Free Parking

We Currently Supply Bausch & Lomb, Bushnell, Jason, Meade, Celestron, 
Nikon, Pentax, Swift, TeleVue, Winoptic, Zeiss And Other Major Brands.

Some Current Specials:

• Celestron C102 4" F/9 Refractor on Super Polaris Mount 
Was $1559, Now $1095

• 11 X 80 Binoculars by B&L or Swift $369.95

• Zenit-12XP 35mm SLR, Led Meter, Leather Case, 55mm F/1.8. The US 
mail order price is $199.95 (S&T). We Have It For $99.95 Cdn.

• We Also Have Some Startling Deals On Microscopes

Our Newest Product
Distant Suns Sky Simulator Software For Windows 3.0
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Historical Notes on the Observatory Fred Lossing
The actual opening of North Mountain Observatory took place on Saturday, October 
23, 1971, with Walter Scott Houston officiating. The previous evening Scotty had 
given us a great talk on amateur astronomy. The opening ceremonies were a gala 
affair, Scotty referring to the situation as "opening a multi-million light year highway 
to the stars."

The following summer, full of chutzpah, we decided to dismount the scope and take it 
to Stellafane to show what we had created. This turned out not to be a good idea; 
particularly because we were foolish enough to enter it into competition instead of 
simply displaying it. When removed from its concrete base, the scope was unsteady, 
especially so on the very uneven ground in front of the Stellafane clubhouse. Although 
many observers made admiring comments, the judges were not enthused, and we got 
only a third prize! Although the scope was clearly the most impressive one there, this 
was the heyday of the Maksutov makers under the captaincy of Alan Mackintosh, and 
Newtonians, particularly one with a focal length as short as f/5, was not considered to 
be a serious instrument at that time (the Dobsonian revolution was yet to come!). We 
packed it back in Rolf's van and took it home, rather disappointed.

After seven years of operation, the NMO site became a bit too urbanized and we 
decided to move it to a darker area. Letters were sent to the Ottawa Council and 
National Council. A relocation committee, chaired by Peter MacKinnon and made up 
of Rob Dick, Art Fraser, Barry Mathews, and Rolf Meier was appointed to find a new 
site and raise the necessary funds.

The details of the move to IRO would be better told by Rob, Peter or Rolf, who 
masterminded the operation (upcoming! -Ed.). Such an account should perhaps tell 
how our clubhouse hooked a tree branch while crossing the main intersection in North 
Gower, and how we were stopped by the OPP for not having a valid moving license. 
We had to park the clubhouse at the roadside for a few days while we regrouped. A 
movie of the confrontation was taken by Jon Buchanan and has been shown at 
Observers' Group meetings. However, no movie has been made of my penitential visit 
to OPP headquarters in Stittsville, where I humbly pleaded for mercy. We were finally 
told to go and sin no more!

Letter to National Council

After seven years of successful operation, the Ottawa Centre is forced by encroaching 
suburbia to move its North Mountain Observatory to a site with darker skies. In spite 
of increasing interference by nearby homes and farm security lights, the use of the 
Observatory has been maintained at a high level by a substantial percentage of our 
membership, together with frequent visitors from other Centres, and many groups 
from local and district schools, scouts, and guides. However, in the last year the light-
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pollution situation has deteriorated to the point where a move is essential, if a 
continuation of activity on a high level is to be maintained.

As a result of a thorough search by a Relocation Committee, a fine new site has been 
found. The Mississippi Conservation Authority has offered the Centre the lease of two 
acres of land connected with a local historic site, the Mill of Kintail near Almonte...

The Observers' Group has so far collected $1300 toward the cost of relocation, and a 
letter of appeal for funds has just been circulated to the general membership...

In view of this urgent situation, we request an assurance from the National Council 
that if we are unable to meet the total amount of the accounts at the time they are due, 
the National Council be prepared to advance us a loan to cover the deficit. The 
maximum amount would be $3000. We would repay the loan within three years.

We feel that our proven record in operating our North Mountain Observatory in an 
active and productive manner makes this a legitimate request, in keeping with the 
aims and objectives of the Society.

Yours truly, F. P. Lossing, President, Ottawa Centre

Letter to Ottawa Council

The five current trustees of NMO met on Friday, June 18 to discuss matters concerning 
the continuity of the lease on the NMO property. Certain facts were considered:

1. The lease, dated 1 November 1970, runs for ten years, and will complete its sixth 
year on November 1, 1976. To date the trustees have paid out six years payment, 
amounting to $900.

2. Mr. Melville Forbes, the lessor, died last month; his widow, Mrs. Gail Forbes, will 
take over the lease, but only for one year. By November 1977, Mr. Al Hubbert, our 
neighbour at NMO, will have paid off his mortgage, and at that time the lease will 
become his...

3. In conversations with Mr. Hubbert on this question, he has very kindly agreed to 
terminate our lease without penalty any time we wish, after November 1977. We can 
leave behind the walls and the floor of the observatory, and the telescope foundation, 
without causing him any difficulty. In the late summer of 1977 he will begin 
construction of his second house...

4. Conversations with Mr. Norton Cairns of the Mississippi Conservation Authority 
have led to visits to the site they offer near the Mill of Kintail. The site is protected 
against developers, intrusion by snowmobiles, etc., and would cost essentially nothing 
(except power and maintenance) after the initial expense of moving the club-house and 
constructing a new observatory either wholly or in part. The sliding roof, representing 
about one-half the total cost of the observatory can be re-used. The sky darkness at 
this site is at least as good as NMO, and is probably as dark as any other site within 40
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miles of the edge of the city. A greater distance than this would likely prove to be 
impractical on the basis of forecasts of the ratio of gasoline prices to the funds 
accessible to teenaged observers. Acquisition of this essentially free site would obviate 
the necessity for continued financial support by the Trustees. There seems little point 
in paying a further $600 to retain a site of marginal usefulness.

5. In view of these facts, the Trustees propose to take advantage of Mr. Hubbert's offer 
to terminate the lease, effective 1 November 1977. At that time it will be the 
responsibility of the Ottawa Centre to remove the telescope, the club house, and the 
salvageable parts of the observatory building from the property.

6. The Trustees propose that this action will complete their financial responsibility to 
the Ottawa Centre for the provision of an observatory site, and that further initiatives 
towards this are the responsibility of the Centre.

Signed by the Trustees, Arthur Covington, William Dey, Howard Harris, John 
Horwood, and Fred Lossing, 18 June 1976.

Messier Madness David Lauzon
That's right folks, it's the time of the year for the most incredible of all observing 
challenges. It’s the Messier Marathon! Here is your chance to observe all but a few of 
these objects within a twelve hour period and brush up on your deep-sky hunting skills. 
As an added bonus, if you only need a few more Messier objects to get your Messier 
certificate from National Office, here's the opportunity to do so. There is so much to 
see in such a short period of time.

This year's Marathon will be held on Saturday/Sunday, April 4/5 at the Indian River 
Observatory. Members as well as non-members are welcome to attend. The goal is for 
everyone to learn something and to have a lot of fun.

The equipment needed is listed below:

1. Warm clothing
2. Finder Charts or a Star Atlas
3. 7 X 50 binoculars* or a telescope (or share equipment with someone)
4. A plan of attack!!!
5. A sense of humor
6. Munchies

With all of these provisions, you should be ready for the adventure. The key to this is 
comfort. Bring al l of what you think are necessities and set up around sunset. This 
gives you the chance to set up and let your equipment cool down.
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More details will be given at the April Observers' Group meeting. We will have 
handouts on how to best observe these objects. Until then, why not get started on that 
Messier list and go for that certificate!

* Note: Binoculars are somewhat limiting. All the Messier objects can be seen in a 
good quality 2.5" refractor, but a 4.5" reflector should be sufficient.

Star Dot Star Land David Lambe
It's my own fault. There I was talking with the esteemed editor of AstroNotes trying to 
be helpful. I made the innocent suggestion that, since a lot of people in the Ottawa 
Observers' Group seem to have computers, someone should write a column relating to 
both computers and astronomy in our local newsletter. You can imagine the rest. 
Before you could say "Polar Alignment", Doug had me in a hammer lock and gently 
suggested I should volunteer to do it. Hence, this column.

Perhaps a few comments are in order. This column will be directed at the average 
computer user in the RASC, rather than the super tecchie. It will provide you with 
ideas as to how a personal computer can be used in your astronomical endeavors. But 
what constitutes an "average user" in the Ottawa Centre? Some feedback from 
members would be appreciated. Rather than ask everyone to complete a survey, a few 
comments and suggestions during the coffee and cookies session after the meeting 
would be sufficient. How many of you use computers? And what kind of computer do 
you use: PC Clone, Macintosh, Amiga, Cray? What kind of articles would be of 
interest: product reviews, suggestions for image processing, etc.

You may ask what qualifies me to write a column, other than having "volunteered" as 
described above? Yours truly is a reformed software designer. ("I used to design 
software, but I got better"). Now I use personal computers in my business. With 20+ 
years of experience using these digital contraptions, plus an interest in astronomy, 
perhaps my writing on these two subject areas will be tolerated. My system is a PC 
Compatible '386 system, 33 MHz clock speed, no math co-processor, 4 megs of RAM, 
S-VGA monitor, mouse, both types of floppies and 127 meg hard disk. Sounds like a 
big system, but it's not. As most of my applications run under Windows, the hard disk 
is barely adequate, and with the lack of tape drives performing backing ups is a real 
pain.

Just as computers can be handy at times, they can also be frustrating devices. A 
cynical friend once defined a computer as, "a modem information processing 
appliance that allows you to perform eight hours work in only twelve." Anyone who 
has used one of these infernal, handy, cranky systems for more than a day will 
recognize that there is a lot of truth in that definition. Still, computers allow us to do 
some things that just wouldn't be possible or practical.
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Of interest to all active observers is an accurate, easy to use star atlas. Many of us 
have several ... just in case. Couldn't a computer be used to simulate the sky? Of 
course.

This relatively new class of software products is known generically as a sky simulator 
or desktop planetarium. Many such products are available and span a wide range of 
functionality and prices. Elsewhere in this issue you will find a review article of a 
Windows-based product called Distant Suns. The balance of this column will focus on 
a DOS-based product, called EZCosmos.

Software Review: EZCosmos

EZCosmos was developed by Future Trends Software Inc. of DeSoto, Texas. It may be 
the great grand-daddy of sky simulators, at least as far as PC compatible computers are 
concerned. The original software was developed by Kerry Martin, a telescope 
designer, who developed a small sky simulator using Microsoft Basic and ran it on his 
PC as an aid in his design activities. He met Monty Shelton, now President of Future 
Trends Software (FTS) and co-developer, who realized that Kerry’s small program 
could be expanded to add more features, a better user interface and documentation and 
be developed into a product.

The product development started in earnest in January of 1989, with the initial release 
following in July of that same year. The product is still written in Microsoft Basic 7.1 
and is very compact, considering its capabilities. The current release, evaluated for 
this column, is version 3.

In exchange for $69.95, you will receive six 360k diskettes, a 34 page manual, and a 
product registration card. Do take a moment to fill in your card. It will allow FTS to 
keep you advised of new releases (more on this later); all registered users also receive 
an EZCosmos T-shirt by mail.

Installation is relatively easy. You use DOS to create a directory on the hard drive 
called \EZC, into which the files are copied. For those pressed for disk space, only the 
first two diskettes must be copied onto the hard drive; the other four disks contain 40 
picture files of common astronomical objects. The pictures can be accessed from 
diskette or the hard drive. Recommendation: if you have the space, put the picture 
files on the hard drive, too. They are quite pretty and will be viewed often. The two- 
disk installation requires 720k of disk space; the full install will occupy just under 2 
megabytes.

As a sky simulator, EZCosmos is quite adequate. You can define your location, the 
date (past, present or future) and view any region of the sky. The stars come up in 
colour. EZCosmos contains the entire Yale Bright Star Catalog plus 1,200 NGC 
objects. At your option, you can toggle the following items on or off: constellation 
outlines, NGC names, planets, constellation names, and star names.
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The program loads quickly, displaying an initial start-up screen as it reads the data 
files, then takes you to the status screen. From there, you can configure your 
"observing run", plot the sky, access on-line help, save the default configurations, or 
return to DOS.

What you will find yourself doing most is displaying the sky on the screen. Once 
plotted, other options are available, including displaying the current overhead view, 
animating planet orbits, zooming the field of view in or out, finding a specific star, 
planet or NGC object, looking at any of the 40 picture files, or printing the map. A 
magnitude filter is included, to keep the screen from getting too cluttered. On my 33 
MHz '386 it took 19 seconds to re-plot a 180 degree sky view. On a 4.77 MHz PC or 
XT the time lag to redraw the screen would be unconscionably long. A 12 MHz AT 
would provide adequate performance.

If you have a mouse, it can be used to "click" on any visible object, to bring up a small 
box of information about that object. To access all features, however, one hand will be 
on the mouse and the other on the keyboard -  a minor nuisance. Overall, user 
interface is inferior to the Windows products, but on a par with other DOS products, 
which is to say that it could use some improvement.

The on-screen displays are the strong point of EZCosmos. Printing is its Achilles heel. 
The maps produced are reasonably accurate, but you wouldn't mistake any of them for 
a page from a star atlas. Alas.

A phone call to FTS was quite illuminating. I spoke with Monty Shelton, who was 
very helpful and provided a lot of additional product details. EZCosmos is available in 
English, German and Swedish; a version for the French market will be available in 
March '92. The current installed base is 35,000 users. The next revision, version 4.0, 
will be a major upgrade planned for release in a few months. It will have both a DOS 
and a Windows version in the same box, the number of pictures will be increased, and 
the resolution of the pictures will be improved greatly. The DOS version will have 
many more icons and more of a Windows "look and feel".

Version 4 will also include a solar system simulator, to provide a more accurate view 
of the planets in their orbits. All registered user will be able to upgrade for $20. In 
the interim, for a modest cost registered version 3.0 users can avail themselves of 4 
high density diskettes that contain the standard 40 pictures rescanned for much higher 
resolution plus new CCD images provided by Kitt Peak and Cerra Tolollo 
observatories.

The bottom line: EZCosmos provides a good deal of value for a modest price. The 
screen displays are its strengths, the user interface is tolerable, but the printed star 
maps leave a great deal to be desired. At this stage in the product evolution, all of the 
Windows sky simulators have a definite edge over the DOS products, albeit at a 
considerably higher cost. Also, purchasers must keep in mind that sky simulators 
crunch a lot of numbers and the Windows sky simulators will tax any system. A high
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speed '386 is essential; a math co-processor is highly desirable. FTS has promised to 
provide me with a review copy of version 4.0 as soon as it is available.

This is a sky plot (screen display) prepared by EZCosmos

Star Dot Star Land Ajai Sehgal
Software Review: Distant Suns Windows

Those who are regular cover to cover readers of AstroNotes will have seen the 
advertising by David Lambe & Associates for Distant Suns Windows version. With 
the myriad of software available for astronomy and the relatively high cost of Distant 
Suns, the time was right for a comprehensive review of the product. In fact, Distant 
Suns was reviewed in the March 1992 Sky & Telescope. After having used Distant 
Suns for three months and after reading the review in Sky & Telescope, I have to 
wonder whether the reviewer spent more than five minutes with the program.
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Distant Suns is a desktop planetarium for Microsoft Windows V3.0. With Distant 
Suns you can set up an observatory anywhere on earth and see a realistic view of what 
the sky would look like (with dark skies and without a telescope or binoculars) from 
that position. Since Distant Suns is like a planetarium, you can also choose a date 
from 4173 BC to 10,000 AD. For instance, if you put in the day, hour, and the minute 
you were bom, along with the location, you could see what the sky looked like just 
then. The location is specified in latitude and longitude, or it can be selected from a 
database of locations. One minor irritant was that Ottawa was not in the database. 
One would think that the country's capital city would be important enough to include 
in the database (especially since even Timbuktu, Mali in Africa is in there!). Then 
again, the program was written by Americans, and most Americans couldn't even tell 
you what the capital of Canada is! This irritant was short lived as the program is 
flexible enough to let you add to the database.

Distant Suns has a database of 9100 stars, 450 Messier and NGC objects, the sun, 
moon and all the planets with detailed information about most objects. The number of 
objects is adequate for a beginner to astronomy but may leave a little to be desired by 
an intermediate or advanced user. Clicking on an object will tell you how far away it is 
in light years. For stars, it will identify the stellar class and tell you its magnitude. For 
most other objects it provides detailed description including identification, magnitude, 
position, and rising and setting times. Figure 1 shows a sample description window.

All of the planets and some of the deep sky objects have frill screen medium resolution 
Windows BMP images associated with them. Unlike similar DOS-based programs, 
Distant Suns does not send you back out of planetarium mode to a file of pictures. 
While you are in planetarium mode, just ask Distant Suns to display the associated frill 
screen image and it will appear. If you run Windows with a 256 colour SVGA driver, 
the image appears in all its glory. In the usual 16 colour VGA mode, the image is 
somewhat interesting but generally inadequate. When you finish viewing it, just close 
the screen and you are right back in planetarium mode. One of my favorite features of 
Distant Suns is the ability of the user to change the BMPs and add to the databases. 
For those using CCD cameras, this allows you to image an object and insert it into the 
database, providing descriptions and comments. The comments could include data 
normally found in an observer's log. This becomes a nifty way to keep a log on the 
computer, complete with star chart, "sketch" (CCD image) and comments/ The 3,000 
user definable object should be adequate for all but the most zealous of observers. For 
those who are not using CCD cameras many images are available from Astronomy 
oriented BBS's and through InterNet. Alternatively, many in the club have access to 
these images.
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Figure 1 -- Messier Object Description Window

Distant Suns also lets you display somewhat inaccurate solar and lunar eclipses. The 
simulations are cute but are not the strength of this package. With Distant Suns you 
can print out high quality star charts. All the constellations can be named and drawn. 
Altitude and horizon markers may be selected. A "zoom" feature allows the field of 
view to be changed allowing the charts to display as much sky as required. The star 
charts are the best I have seen out of any of these types of packages. They are Tirion- 
like and are quite usable in the field. Output from a laser or Ink Jet printer is excellent. 
Output from dot-matrix printers, while not like professional star charts, is adequate for 
most amateurs. A search feature lists many interesting predefined or user defined 
objects and allows searching by name. Planning an observing session is a breeze, and 
who cares if the charts get wet!

The problems with the Distance Suns Windows software are mostly minor in nature 
(not including the manual). For a first version of a Windows package, this program is 
surprisingly bug free. On printing star charts on a Postscript printer, the object labels 
are so small as to be unreadable. On other printers such as HP LaserJets the problem 
can be solved by adjusting the font size. Unfortunately, the fonts also change on the
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screen making them inappropriately large. Changing any one of the font sizes changes 
all the fonts on the screen, but not on the printed star charts, an inconsistency that can 
confuse users. Most of the concerns I have with the package could be best 
characterized as being in the "wouldn't it be nice if" category. For instance, it would 
be nice if the package could calculate comet ephemerides and plot them on the star 
charts. It would be nice if the object name labels were movable to avoid overlapping 
with other names and objects. A greater range of fonts is required for the object 
names. As a minimum, I would like to see a database of 20,000 stars, and 10,000 
other objects. This would bring the package to a level that most serious observers 
would find acceptable and is quite easy to do (most of the competition has this level of 
database).

Distance Suns has something that none of its serious competition has. It is a Windows 
product. The package requirements as stated in the advertising are a 286 or greater 
processor, EGA of VGA display and a hard drive. This is blatantly wrong and is 
perpetuating the Microsoft myth that Windows 3.0 can be run on a 286! To effectively 
run Distant Suns you will require a 386SX or better processor with a minimum 2 Mb 
of RAM and a hard drive with 10Mb free space - and of course Windows V3.x. Not 
everyone is sold on Windows, but it does give the novice user a common user interface 
that is easy to master. In his advertising David Lambe states, "The product comes with 
a manual, but you won't need it." He is absolutely right. The user interface is self 
explanatory and can be mastered even by a first time user. This is very fortunate, 
because the user’s manual is a disaster. It is devoid of information on how to use the 
package effectively. Instead, it tries to be an educational tutorial on astronomy; a task 
which is better left to people like Terence Dickinson. When I buy software, I expect 
the manual to be a comprehensive guide to how to effectively use the product. If I 
want to learn about astronomy, I'll go to the library first, and then use the software as a 
tool to amplify the books.

The publishers of Distance Suns, Virtual Reality Laboratories, provide excellent 
support. When the product first shipped, 60 copies of the product went out with the 
Michelangelo virus. Virtual Reality took the time to track down all 60 customers and 
provided them with the software required to detect and kill the virus. Many other 
small companies would have ignored the problem and not accepted the blame. At this 
time it is safe to say that the virus problem has been eliminated and any new shipments 
are virus free.

Most of the "wish list" detailed above will be short lived. Virtual Reality encourages 
and accepts suggestions from its users. They recently announced an update which will 
implement most of the changes including orbital calculations for objects such as 
comets, more pictures, better, more accurate simulations and expansion of the 
databases. The update will be available to registered users for the nominal price of 
$10.00. Any comments, suggestions from current users can be passed to VR through 
David Lambe (an Ottawa Centre member).
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In summary, Distant Suns Windows is an excellent product that will serve most 
astronomy enthusiasts well. The $130 (Cdn) price tag, although somewhat more 
expensive than normal for planetarium software, is reflective of the level of effort 
required in developing a Windows package with an intuitive interface. David Lambe & 
Associates stated that they are accepting the Canadian dollar at par for the US list 
price. This seems like a good deal, beating the US discount price for the package once 
the exchange on the dollar is taken into consideration. It is also in keeping with Ajai's 
first axiom: "Only a fool pays list."

January Center Meeting Estelle Rother
Peter MacKinnon has an insatiable curiosity. Computer technology is his professional 
interest but he is also interested in everything around us. In Boulder Colorado, he 
worked on the climatic effects on the environment. He is also a past president of the 
Ottawa Center. His talk was about the astronomical and geophysical impacts on 
climatic change.

Much of our science is very reductionist. It delves deeply into narrow topics but 
sometimes fails to take a broader perspective. The material of Peter's talk is 
representative of several man-years of people's effort in various disciplines. His 
objective is to look at the long and short term climate effects on the earth.

There are many places on earth where we can find proxy data about how climate 
behaved in the past. This data can be used to test climate models to see if they come 
anywhere near reproducing the data. The models can then be used to predict the 
future.

It is important to distinguish between climate and weather. Weather is what we 
experience now. Climate spans geological time and involves a temperature change of 
only a few degrees. Weather changes by a lot more than that. The life support system 
of this planet would break down if the temperature dropped down to that of an average 
winter day.

Consider the earth's position and place in the galaxy. The sun rotates once about the 
galaxy’s nucleus every 220 million years. This rotation is the Oort day. There are three 
broad arm patterns in the galactic structure. The sun is located on the inside of the 
Orion arm, which is between the Perseus and the Sagittarius arms. Some geological 
evidence indicates that there may be accretion on the sun as the solar system passes 
through dust lanes in the arms of the galaxy.

The geological record in the rock strata shows clearly defined periods of glaciation 
lasting several million years. These periods repeat every 250 million years, but there is 
no real evidence to indicate that glaciation is caused by galactic dust lanes.
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Plate tectonics is active on earth. Land masses must have been concentrated in polar 
regions for an ice mass to evolve. Antarctica, South Africa, and Australia were polar 
land masses 250 million years ago. And 500 million years ago, the Sahara Desert was 
over the southern pole.

The sun can be described as a variable, main sequence star in mid-life. The variability 
is not due to processes at the center of the sun. It may be due to radiative transfer 
processes at the surface of the sun or at the corona or it may be due to a coupling of 
zones in the sun. There are many forms of proxy data that tell us about past solar 
activity.

The flux of neutrinos coming from the sun gives information on the thermonuclear 
fusion process that occurs in the interior of the sun. This neutrino flux is two or three 
times lower than expected. This can be explained in many ways. All the light we get 
from the sun takes several million years to escape. Neutrinos on the other hand, zip 
through the sun as if it was not there and fly away at the speed of light. Most also zip 
through the earth, but a few are detected and there does not seem to be a problem with 
the detectors. Perhaps the neutrino has a mass or it may be altered in some way on its 
flight through the sun. Since radiation takes so long to leave the sun, it is also 
possible that something has happened at the center that has not been observed yet. 
Some evidence suggests the neutrino flux may be variable.

To look at solar activity in the ancient past, look at meteors and lunar rocks. Examine 
the damage to the atomic structure of the materials caused by the impact of high 
energy protons from solar flares. The energy spectrum and the number of events is not 
much different from what is seen today so this information does not solve the neutrino 
problem.

Carbon-14 is the standard used for dating archaeological sites. It is produced in the 
upper atmosphere by cosmic rays. The carbon-14 becomes a part of carbon dioxide, 
which is then used by life on earth. Some pine trees are still growing that have been 
growing for four thousand years, and dead material can also be dated. Over the past 
seven thousand years, there has been a pattern in the variation of the carbon-14 level 
and low values are related to cooling. The production of carbon-14 is also modulated 
by the sun as the solar wind changes with time.

Another form of proxy data is the historical record of the observation of the aurora. 
There were few observations between 1200 and 1500 and then there was an increase in 
activity. We now know that radiative processes from the sun affect earth's magnetic 
field, causing the aurora process.

Records of the sunspot cycle indicate periods where the eleven year cycle was not 
active, including the sunspot minimum of 1640-1720. Sunspots are cooler than the 
surface of the sun and appear darker. Bright regions called faculae are associated with 
sunspots. These bright regions outshine the dark regions so that the sun is actually 
brighter at the time of high sunspot activity. The period of melting of the Martian
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polar caps also shows a cyclic activity in sequence with the sunspot cycle. Closer to 
home, there is also a ninety year periodicity in northern hemisphere average. This 
correlates with sunspot activity, suggesting that the sun is somehow controlling 
climate.

The Earth's orbit also affects climate. The elliptical orbit of the Earth around the sun 
varies with a periodicity of 100 thousand years. Earth's spin axis is tilted with respect 
to the plane of the ecliptic. The axis wiggles about with a period of 24 thousand years. 
The tilt, or obliquity, varies over a period of 41 thousand years. These various 
periodicities change the distribution of energy from the sun, but not the amount of 
energy emitted by the sun. The earth's orbital variations are the primary controlling 
factors of glaciation.

What impact does man have on the environment? Carbon dioxide measurements over 
time show an annual cycle as well as a trend of increasing amounts of carbon dioxide. 
How is this increase related to the increasing use of fossil fuels? Measurements of 
carbon dioxide levels in bubbles in ice cores show that the level of carbon dioxide 
varies. There is less during periods of maximum glaciation and more at times of 
minimum glaciation.

The ocean is a major sink for carbon dioxide. An exchange process operates, with 
some form of equilibrium between the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and 
the amount locked up in the ocean. We may be seeing natural and artificial variations, 
but we do not really understand the natural cycle well enough to know what the human 
contribution is.

The many computer climate models deal with physics and thermodynamics. The 
modeling of climate is one of the most sophisticated use of computers today.

There is so much variability in the natural system. Extremes have been seen in 
recorded history that go beyond the current extremes that are behind the arguing for a 
restructuring of industry and environmental rules. We really need to better understand 
the coupling of natural cycles with anthropogenic activity.

February Observer's Group Meeting Estelle Rother
David Lauzon opened the meeting at 8:15 with a few announcements. Two events will 
be held on Astronomy Day, one at the National Museum of Science and Technology 
and one in Kanata. David is looking for volunteers to help with these events.

Ajai Sehgal showed slides on a project he has been working on with Doug George and 
Paul Boltwood. His slides showed images before and after Maximum Entropy 
processing, indicating the difference computer processing of CCD images can make.
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Mike Dacey talked about the ergonomics of observing and discussed many useful 
gadgets to make observing easier. He noted that we all start out the same way - with a 
telescope and at least one eyepiece. Then you fix what bugs you.

What bugs Mike is dew. Peter got him hook on eyepiece warmers. There are two 
approaches to keeping dew off the main optics. The passive approach uses a dew 
shield. If you stay out long enough, you still get dew. Mike's non-passive approach 
uses twelve volt batteries to power heaters. After a wire shorted at Rob Dick's place, 
Mike added a device with fuse holders to provide protection against something 
blowing up.

The next thing to fog up is the Telrad. A dew shield works for a while. Resistors 
placed on each side provide enough heat to keep the Telrad dry under the worst 
conditions. Mike also heats the secondary mirror. And what about all the stuff in the 
eyepiece box? Mike runs nichrome wire through the foam and the heat generated 
keeps things warm.

Mike's last gadget was a monstrosity that started out as a flower pot at a garage sale. 
Each of its several red lights is mounted in an empty film canister. The thing has an 
on-off switch, a potentiometer, and a fuse. While the telescope is cooling off, all this 
stuff is put together and Mike is ready for a night of observing.

Jerry Knight, past president of the Vancouver Center, was the next speaker. He 
showed slides of the annular eclipse taken in San Diego. He found an ideal spot to 
observe the event at the end of Stargaze Avenue. He wondered if the many hot air 
balloons in the area were also watching the eclipse.

Doug George then showed slides taken of several CCD images, including the Ring tail 
galaxy, Jupiter, and M82. The CCD does not do color photography. Separate exposures 
are taken with red, blue and green filters and then a computer program is used to 
produce a color image. Doug showed the results from a home-brew program.

Rose Ann Mussar presented a cure for technofever. The ads found in magazines and 
technical talks at meetings can make a newcomer nervous. But you,do not need a lot 
of equipment to get started. In fact, you do not need any equipment e xcept your eyes. 
Begin with a good book and learn the constellations. RoseAnn suggested A New Way 
to See the Stars by H. A. Rey. Nightwatch is another good book. There is also 
information in the Observers' Handbook and in Sky & Telescope and Astronomy 
magazines. A planisphere can also help you to find the constellations and it shows you 
what stars are visible from your location.

Begin by observing the moon, aurora, and the sun. To look at the sun use #14 welder’s 
glass and look for sunspots. With 10x50 binoculars, observe the moon, the moons of 
Jupiter, and the Beehive cluster. Then you can buy a small telescope and a good 
tripod. You do not have to spend a lot of money. And do not get discouraged by talks 
with all that high tech stuff.
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Paul Comision was the next speaker. He began by mentioning the article in Sky & 
Telescope written by Peter, Doug, and Terry Dickinson. He then reviewed the 
Astronomy and Astrophysics Encyclopedia edited by Steven Martin. This book 
supersedes the Cambridge Encyclopedia. It is very thorough and most articles were 
written in 1990 or 1991. It can be read by anyone with a science background. Paul 
does not recommend the book for reading in bed - it is very bulky and heavy - but he 
does recommend it as a reference. Unfortunately, it is also very expensive ($130).

Brian Burke, the occultation coordinator, has not had many events to discuss the last 
few years. The last expedition was held in March 1990. Brian receives a list of 
occultation from IOTA every six months. To make up for the lack of activity, this 
month three occultation are visible from the Ottawa area on February 23. Brian 
organized an observing session for the events. Brian suggested renaming Leitrum 
Road. Since so many observations are made there, he suggests renaming it Graze 
Avenue.

There are two kinds of lunar occultation. A total event occurs when the moon passes in 
front of an object and has a maximum duration of around one hour. It gives 
information about the motion of the moon. During a grazing occultation, the moon's 
limb passes near a star and the star's disappearance and reappearance from behind 
limb features is observed.

Rick Wagner named Paul Boltwood as the winner of the Observer of the Year award. 
Rob McCallum has been observing variable stars over many years. He was given the 
Variable Star award.

After several brief announcements, the meeting was adjourned at 10:10.

Ottawa Centre Council Meeting Report Jane Lund
During the Council Meeting of December 13, 1991, council approved the following 
expenditures: $500 to buy new books and magazines for the library; $400 for the 
construction of four meteor coffins; $700 to buy and install a digital setting circle on 
the 16-inch telescope at IRO. The following committees were appointed, responsible 
to first Vice-President Robert Dick: Program; Dinner Meeting; Special Activities; 
National Council Representatives; Light Pollution; AstroNotes Editorial Advisory 
Board; Awards, Nomination and Constitution; Membership; and Observers' Group. 
The following committees were appointed, responsible to second Vice-President 
Richard Wagner: Library, Observatory, and Accommodation.
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The Sky This Month Doug George
Mercury is visible low in the west after sunset during the first two weeks of the month. 
This is a favourable conjunction. Venus and Mars and Saturn are visible very low in 
the southeast just before sunrise. Jupiter is prominent all night in Leo.

The sun has been active lately. Keep an eye out for aurora!

Event Date 1ST
Moonless Evening Observing Ends Mar 8
First Quarter Mar 11 21:36
Full Moon Mar 18 13:18
Moonless Evening Observing Begins Mar 20
Equinox - Spring Begins Mar 20 03:48
Last Quarter Mar 25 21:30
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